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DEAR READER,
Welcome to our first issue of 2022 - we hope you are feeling refreshed after
the break and you are heading for a rewarding new year.
We concluded 2021 with the long-awaited return of our Big Weekend
training event, which brought together a team of specialists and technicians
from across the UK to explore the possibilities of branching out into
upcoming areas such as ADAS and EV repair and delving deeper into dealer
diagnostics. We review the event on page 8 and this is followed by an
article from DPF Doctor Darren Darling, who expands on his presentation
at Delphi's workshop about the growing misuse of additives and the
irreparable damage of Diesel Particulate Filters.
Rob Marshall tackles wear and tear within our technical features from page
21 looking at clutches, steering & suspension, batteries & chargers and
lighting.
The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation, IAAF, forecast the
opportunities ahead for the industry in both the short and long term at its
recent conference, we present the findings of GiPA's analysis from page 18.
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industry
NEW CAR MARKET UP JUST 1% IN 2021 BUT UK EV SALES HITS NEW RECORD

According to the latest data from the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT), new car registrations
during 2021 grew just 1.0% on 2020, with 1.65 million new
cars entering the UK market. The SMMT says the figures
underline the ongoing impact of Covid and the semiconductor
shortage on the industry, with the market down -28.7% on
pre-pandemic 2019, and representing the second worst year
since 1992.

INDUSTRY

On a more positive note, 2021 was the most successful year in
history for electric vehicle uptake as more new battery electric
vehicles (BEVs) were registered than over the previous five
years combined.
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190,727 new BEVs joined Britain’s roads, along with 114,554
plug-in hybrids (PHEVs), meaning 18% of all new cars registered
in 2021 can be plugged in. This is in addition to the 147,246
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) registered which took a further
8% market share for electrified car registrations, with 27% of
the total market now electrified in some form. However, the
trade body warned that recent cuts to purchase incentives and
grants for home chargers, and the slow growth of on-street
charging points, puts the government’s net zero ambitions at
risk.
Petrol-powered vehicles, including mild hybrids, remain
Britain’s most popular powertrain, accounting for 58% of all
new cars registered in 2021, with diesel-powered cars including
MHEVs making up 14% of the market, followed by BEVs at 11%,
HEVs at 8% and PHEVs at 7%.

Looking ahead, the latest forecast for 2022 – published in
October, before the rise of the Omicron variant – is for 1.96
million new car registrations.
Mike Hawes, SMMT Chief Executive, said, “It’s been another
desperately disappointing year for the car industry as Covid
continues to cast a pall over any recovery. Manufacturers
continue to battle myriad challenges, with tougher trading
arrangements, accelerating technology shifts and, above
all, the global semiconductor shortage which is decimating
supply.
“Despite the challenges, the undeniable bright spot is the
growth in electric car uptake. A record-breaking year for the
cleanest, greenest vehicles is testament to the investment
made by the industry over the past decade and the inherent
attractiveness of the technology. The models are there, with
two of every five new car models now able to be plugged in,
drivers have the widest choice ever and industry is working
hard to overcome Covid-related supply constraints.
“The biggest obstacle to our shared net zero ambitions is
not product availability, however, but cost and charging
infrastructure. Recent cuts to incentives and home charging
grants should be reversed and we need to boost the roll out
of public on-street charging with mandated targets, providing
every driver, wherever they live, with the assurance they can
charge where they want and when they want.”

GARAGE STAR AWARDS WINNERS

The Motor Ombudsman has announced the winners of its 2021
Garage Star Awards, launched in 2020 to recognise businesses
accredited to its four Motor Industry Codes of Practice, and
individuals who go the extra mile to provide an exceptional level
of work and service to customers.
Nearly 1,100 nominations were received in the 2021 contest
from motorists across the country, who submitted accounts
about a business or individual that had gone above and beyond
to help them to resolve an issue related to a vehicle. A shortlist
was passed to a panel of judges who chose the following
workshops for eight regional 2021 Garage Star Awards:
• North: Westmoor MOT Centre in Newcastle Upon Tyne (Tyne
and Wear)
• South: Crown Honda Bushey Heath in Bushey (Hertfordshire)
• East: Frettenham Service Station in Frettenham (Norfolk)
• West: Cadley Garage in Marlborough (Wiltshire)
• Midlands: Clarkes4Landys in Market Drayton (Shropshire)
• Northern Ireland: JC Halliday & Sons in Eglinton (Londonderry)
• Scotland: The Garage (Whitburn) in Whitburn (West Lothian)
• Wales: FRF Toyota Haverfordwest in Haverfordwest
(Pembrokeshire).
National Garage Star
Judges then deliberated on which of the businesses would be
crowned overall National Garage Star – Scotland’s The Garage
(Whitburn) was deemed to be the worthy recipient of the top
prize, thanks to their approach of putting the customer at the
very heart of everything that they do, and their desire to go
above and beyond to help others in their local area.

The Garage in Whitburn has been crowned the winner of
The Motor Ombudsman’s 2021 Scottish region and National
Garage Star Awards
Ian Robertson, Managing Director of The Garage (Whitburn),
said: “We are thrilled to be the recipient of not just one, but two
trophies in the competition, and we are extremely honoured
to have been crowned the National Garage Star. It is testimony
to the hard work and philosophy of the entire team that they
always look to go beyond the call of duty, and for the countless
hours that they put in during their spare time to voluntarily help
others and to carry out fantastic work in the community. We
are delighted to end what has been a challenging year for our
business with a celebration of this fantastic achievement, and
we are extremely grateful to have our efforts recognised by our
valued customers in the town and further afield.”
Bill Fennell, Chief Ombudsman and Managing Director of
The Motor Ombudsman, said: “We would like to congratulate
all individuals and businesses that were nominated, highly
commended, and that won an award, and we are very proud
that they are a part of our nationwide accredited network.”
www.TheMotorOmbudsman.org/Awards

VITAL SUPPORT FOR INDUSTRY CHARITY
The Independent Garage Association (IGA) has donated
£20,000 to automotive charity Ben on behalf of its
members.
Stuart James, IGA Chief Executive, comments: “It has been
another very difficult year for our industry as we continue
to recover from the COVID-19 pandemic, and Ben has seen
a huge increase in demand for their life-saving support
and services. There has never been a more important time
for our industry to come together to help those in need.”
“I am delighted to make this donation as a thank you from
members of the association, and to help Ben continue to

provide their indispensable support to people struggling
in our sector throughout this unprecedented time.”
Ben offer free support for life for anyone who works or
has worked in the automotive industry, as well as their
dependents. They can help with mental or physical
health issues, money worries, crisis support, or any other
challenges life brings. To contact Ben or make a donation,
visit https://ben.org.uk.
Turn to page 40 for news on the industry charity’s new digital
platform to promote wellbeing in the workplace.

IS YOUR EQUIPMENT ENGINEER

GEA ACCREDITED?

www.gea.co.uk

GEA ACCREDITED ENGINEER
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456
XX123456

The Garage Equipment Association

The Upholders of Industry standards since 1945

For peace of mind always use a
Garage Equipment Association
member.
GEA accredited engineers work to an
industry code of conduct. Your
assurance their skills and knowledge
have been independently assessed.

Ask your engineer for his accreditation card !
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CASTROL AND BOSCH
EXTEND PARTNERSHIP
TO THE UK
Building on their global agreement, Castrol
and Bosch Automotive Aftermarket are
extending this cooperation to workshop
partners in the UK. Castrol lubricants will
be recommended and sold in the Bosch
Automotive Aftermarket workshop network,
and Bosch Automotive Aftermarket parts
and diagnostics will be recommended and
sold into the Castrol workshop network.
According to Ian Daly, Channel Marketing
Manager at Bosch UK, “This cooperation
agreement brings together two of the
strongest brands in the automotive
aftermarket. The combination creates additional opportunities
for our workshop partners to drive profitable growth through
being able to offer their customers the very best in lubricants,

parts and technical service excellence. The joint approach
to training, support and marketing campaigns will also help
workshops attract and retain more customers”

HALFORDS ACQUIRES NATIONAL TYRES
Halfords has continued its push into mobile services
operations by acquiring National Tyres, dramatically
expanding its footprint nationwide.

INDUSTRY

Directors at Halfords, the UK's largest provider
of Motoring and Cycling products and services,
strengthens its objective to evolve into a business
more heavily weighted towards motoring services.
When complete, Halfords will have approximately 604
garages, 234 consumer vans and 190 commercial vans.
Including retail stores this will mean a combined total
of over 1,400 fixed or mobile servicing locations and
the majority of UK motorists will be within a 20-minute
drive of a Halfords garage.
Graham Stapleton, Chief Executive Officer of
Halfords, commented: “This acquisition helps cement
our position as the UK’s largest vehicle service,
maintenance and repair business. It will also see us
deliver on our established strategy of evolving Halfords
to become a Motoring Services focused business, with
Motoring revenue set to represent more than 70% of
our pro-forma revenue following the acquisition.”

AUTOTECH TRAINING LAUNCHES ADAS TRAINING
Autotech Training is now offering IMI accredited ADAS training,
following the release of the Insurance Industry Requirements
(IIR) directive for the safe repair of advanced driver assistance
system (ADAS) equipped vehicles last year.
There are currently over 4.5 million ADAS enabled vehicles on
UK roads, and this figure is expected to rise significantly. Sensor
calibration requirements on ADAS features vary from vehicle to
vehicle, and the IIR directive has been set to ensure that vehicle
manufacturers’ technical specifications are met to reinstate ADAS
features safely, without compromising performance.
Autotech Training is delivering one day, IMI accredited Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems Training at its training suite in Milton
Keynes that will ensure technicians can safely repair vehicles
without compromising insurance.
After completing the course, technicians will be able to identify
and correctly interpret information relating to a specific vehicle
and its ADAS features to determine which method of calibration
is required.
https://autotechrecruit.co.uk/training/adas-training
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YOU COULD
SET YOUR
WATCH BY
THIS.

ALWAYS THIS TIME OF YEAR:
DEFECTIVE FIAT 500
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01206 849920

Watch a two-minute video overview of the Big Weekend at https://youtu.be/FTnRXT9Ohdc

The Big Weekend makes a
triumphant return!

AUTOTECH 2021

Over the past eighteen months we have been forced to adapt
at lightning speed in order to carry out essential tasks and
stay connected in both our working and home lives. We have
become accustomed to virtual meetings, boosting knowledge
through online training and embracing digital alternatives to
live events. One of the positives to come out of recent travel
and social contact restrictions has been the acceleration
of investment in distance learning – an essential resource
that reduces downtime. However, the learning experience
gained within a live setting is unique for the both the trainee
and the trainer and cannot be replicated entirely any other
way. autotechnician magazine held its first post-Covid Big
Weekend event back in November at Delphi Technologies
training workshop in Warwick and it was a joy to see all
involved enriched by the gathering.
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The live events are part of the magazine’s annual autotech
campaign – technicians looking to benchmark their
knowledge can use a free resource of online assessments and
are invited to join the team at its Big Weekend to enhance

Media Partner:
AUTOTECH 2021 was sponsored by:

practical skills, get a hit of inspiration and learn about new
opportunities.
Presentations are chosen to provide a rewarding mixed bag; to
remind delegates of the fundamentals, to challenge delegates
to question their existing processes and to provide information
on potential opportunities. The mission is to inspire in a relaxed
environment and, we are happy to report that, once again,
the trainers and sponsoring suppliers did just that. It wasn’t all
plain sailing though, both Matt Cleevely and David Massey had
to pull out due to illness and we are grateful to both for still
managing to contribute by recruiting stand ins (Pete discussed
Matt’s journey to becoming an EV specialist following a video
message from Matt himself and, Darren Darling presented
information from David’s presentation on AdBlue).

“Thank you for such an enjoyable
event. It was great to meet up
with so many like-minded people.
The speakers were excellent. The
trade stands had a lot of useful
information… two days well spent.”
Richard

FRIDAY fROLICS!
Andy Crook kicked off Friday’s programme with his 5 Step
Test Plan. His presentation highlighted the importance of
understanding the fundamentals, how electricity works,
when diagnosing, using an automotive lamp as a working
example. The benefits of using a scope over a multimeter
were demonstrated – “Always have the scope out, with leads
connected, and ready to go,” Andy advised.

autotechnician contributor Gareth Davies gave his presenting
debut at the Big Weekend, impressing delegates with his
detailed insights into working practices at his VAG specialist
workshop Euro Performance. His first talk centred around data
and information skills, stating: “We are analysts more than
technicians.” He provided a 6 Step plan to data gathering,
which Gareth will elaborate on within an upcoming issue of
the magazine:

Step 1 Customer interrogation
Step 2 Initial inspection
Step 3 Information research
Step 4 On-vehicle testing
Delphi’s Phil Mitchell provided a useful technical overview of
ADAS before moving onto how to communicate calibrations to
customers and how to promote your competency and services
to motorists.

Step 5 Repair structure
Step 6 Actioning repairs
Mr Massey of ADS was due to close Friday’s proceedings
with a discussion on promoting positive mental health in the
workplace* but due to illness could not make the event. In its
place, Delphi’s Phil Mitchell jumped in with a brief presentation
on its new e-learning platform and DS Tool that simplifies
security gateways. More on both in an upcoming issue.
* Turn to page 40 to see how automotive charity Ben is
helping workshop businesses with its new online tools.

These events really are invaluable. I
can't wait for the next one already!”
Ryan

AUTOTECH 2021

Pete Melville, founder of the Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Repair
Alliance, HEVRA, focussed on contactors, also called high
voltage relays/system main relays, that connect and disconnect
the high voltage system when required. He explained how
electric vehicles switch on and off under normal conditions,
how relays detect there is a problem, what happens if it goes
wrong, how it switches everything off in the event of an
accident and why we need different procedures for different
models.

“I had a brilliant time and the content
as always was second to none. I found
all the presentations inspirational,
and I have taken away a lot that I hope
to put into practice within my own
business.
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BRITISH
INDEPENDENT GARAGE
OF THE YEAR AWARDS

2022

ENTRIES ARE OPEN FOR
THE BIG AWARDS 2022!
A night of well-deserved recognition for Britain’s best and brightest
independent garages and technicians. It’s your time to shine - enter today!
• Two complimentary tickets for all shortlisted garages
• Recognition from the UK’s largest trade body for independent garages
• Industry-wide press coverage, marketing and business opportunities

It’s time independent garages received
the recognition they deserve with
high-profile awards truly created by the
industry, for the industry.
All shortlisted garages will receive two
complimentary tickets to an extraordinary
evening of celebration, fine dining and
entertainment on Friday 19th August 2022
at Farnborough International Exhibition &
Conference Centre. Held in association
with the iconic British Motor Show, all
finalists also receive a 4 day family ticket
to The British Motor Show 2022.

You’ve got nothing to lose! Enter
today to raise the profile of your
garage and be part of an event that
truly celebrates Britain’s best garages.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Independent Garage of the Year - Overall
Independent Garage of the Year - Large
Independent Garage of the Year - Small
Customer Service Award
Communication Award
Community Engagement Award
Innovation Award
Outstanding Achievement Award
Training & Development Award
Environmental Award
EV Specialist Award
Consumer Choice Award
Business Improvement Award
Individual Contribution Award

ENTER NOW AT:

theBIGawards.org.uk

Saturday shenanigans
“The speakers were excellent and
provided some great topics and
provoked thought. It was great that
it wasn’t about promoting particular
products but emphasising skills and
education. It was an added bonus
winning the raffle!”
Martin

Following on from his fundamentals of electricity, Andy Crook
delved deeper in his second presentation. Again, using his
automotive lamp test rig, he demonstrated the benefits of
using maths channels, proving that understanding the circuit
you are measuring reduces diagnostic time.

Matt Cleevely was due to speak about his experience of
becoming a specialist EV workshop but sadly could not make it
after coming down with Covid. Impressively, he still managed
to get involved, providing a video presentation on the
considerations of EV repair, which was then further discussed
by friend and colleague Pete Melville of HEVRA.

Varta's Andy Cook then took the floor to explain the role of
the intelligent battery sensor, Start/Stop and smart charging.
He also highlighted the role of the 12V battery within hybrid &
EVs and the importance of checking every battery that comes
through the workshop – to prevent needless breakdowns,
ensure you retain satisfied customers and don’t miss out on a
revenue opportunity.

You can always count on DPF Doctor Darren Darling for a
giggle and he didn’t disappoint with his advice on DPF Do’s &
Don’ts. He covered the misuse of additives and the importance
of finding underlying faults before covering the final slot of the
event for Dave Massey, providing practical advice on AdBlue
maintenance, faults and fixes.

Media Partner:
AUTOTECH 2021 was sponsored by:

www.autotechnician.co.uk
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Gareth spoke to delegates about the advantages dealer tools
and online portals provide his VAG specialist workshop and
suggested technicians analyse their customer car parc to see
if it warrants specialising and investing in dealer tools. He gave
information on Odis, Ista and Xentry tools for VAG, BMW and
Mercedes Benz models and the supporting resources and
training available for those looking to expand into dealer-level
diagnostics.

Autotechnician would like to thank Delphi Technologies for
hosting the Big Weekend at their impressive training workshop,
each sponsor – ACtronics, febi bilstein, Delphi Technologies, JLM
Lubricants, VARTA and ZF – for sharing their expertise and making
the entire campaign possible, our amazing friends and colleagues
who present at these events and never fail to inspire, the wonderful
Hayley Pells for stepping up to the position of tech support, and
last, but not least, the technicians and workshop owners who
attended – we are very much looking forward to the next time.
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Words of Wisdom from the
DPF Doctor

AUTOTECH 2022

If you were fortunate enough to attend The Big Weekend
recently you will have met Darren Darling, founder of the, now
global, DPF Doctor Network. In the last 10 years, Darren has
established himself as a genuine DPF expert, so much so that
he bottled his ‘secret sauce’ by founding the network and has
since been joined by over 120 DPF Doctors. It’s a number set
to double in 2022. There are now DPF Doctors in Australia,
Holland, Ireland, and the UK with many countries in between;
with every top technician proudly bearing the logo of the DPF
Doctor Network, committed to upholding the standards set by
Darren and equally committed to ongoing learning via Darren’s
live and interactive online training, the DPF Doctor portal and
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the DPF Doctor members' forum. At The Big Weekend, Darren
spoke about a common trend he and his doctors have been
seeing over several years – namely, the misuse of products
and damaged beyond repair DPFs. Such is his passion for this
subject we were delighted when he took some time out of his
schedule to write a few words for us.

Damaged DPF’s and the misuse of additives
“Something we are seeing at an alarming rate is damaged
DPF’s that are beyond repair,” says Darren. “The unfortunate
thing for the motorist is that in most cases it has been a
mechanic that has caused the damage. The most common
causes of damage are forced regenerations when it is not safe
to do so, resetting DPF adaptations when it is not safe to do so
and the misuse of DPF additives.
“In my opinion, if you do not know what effect a reset
or adaptation has then don’t do it. If you are not sure if a
regeneration is safe to carry out, then don’t do it. And if you are
not sure what effect an additive has then don’t use it! However,
all of these things can be overcome with some training or
some self-learning on fault-free vehicles. If you spend some
time out on the road recording live data to get familiar with
that type of car, this will give you a benchmark with some good
DPF data. If you are using in-tank DPF additives, then repeat
this process with and without the additives and this will show
you if the brand of additive is safe to use with a blocked DPF.

My advice is that if you see an increase in exhaust temps of
100 degrees centigrade then this is not safe to use in a blocked
DPF. However, it can safely be used as a preventative measure.
Although we are looking for around 550 degrees during regen,
we do not want to be seeing 700+ degrees as the ECU can
lose control of the temperature if the soot is excessive and the
additives are increasing the temperature. Additives like the JLM
Lubricants’ DPF Cleaner that don’t increase the temperature
are a safe option to use. We see vehicles where the DPF has
been damaged beyond repair because the additives used have
a high iron content. This, combined with a forced regen, has
led to the DPF melting from within. Mechanics must ask their
customer what products they have used before bringing their
vehicle in, and if another mechanic has undertaken a forced
regen. Too many of both and the DPF is heading to the scrap
heap with the motorist left with a huge bill through no fault of
their own.”

Darren’s views are also mirrored by Mike Schlup, the MD of
Kalimex, the UK distributors of the JLM Lubricants product
range. Mike also attended The Big Weekend. This is what he has
to say:
“Look at fuel additives as you might look at medicines. Bit of
a headache? You might reach for a couple of paracetamols,
following the recommended dose. You would not just launch

"We see vehicles where
the DPF has been
damaged beyond repair
because the additives
used have a high iron
content. This, combined
with a forced regen, has
led to the DPF melting
from within."

into the packet contents with disregard for the consequences
because that could cause you harm. Headache persists?
You would probably seek advice from your GP to find the
underlying cause of the problem. In the same way, if you get
a warning light or code on the car for a problem such as the
DPF, then you can try a decent quality additive to see if that
helps. If the problem is solved, happy days. But if it persists
after using an additive there is no point simply using more of
the same additive as this can lead to a myriad of problems. As
Darren says regularly, adding multiple bottles of DPF cleaner,
especially the cheaper iron-based formulas, will cause the filter
core to overheat and melt resulting in permanent damage,
especially if this is combined with forced regens.”
“DPF and diesel emissions faults are a complex area, especially
on the more modern diesel engines. The adage of a quick
thrash down the motorway is simply out of date and is flawed
advice. Always seek specialist advice from a DPF Doctor for
example to find out exactly what is wrong. A DPF warning
could be caused by a whole host of underlying issues so if in
doubt, put the brakes on and before you write the prescription,
make sure it is the right one. Your customers will thank you for
it.”

AUTOTECH 2022

If you would like to find out more about becoming a
DPF Doctor and the many benefits of being a top tier
mechanic, part of Darren’s DPF Doctor Network, please
visit www.the-dpf-doctor.com. To find out more about JLM
Lubricants trade-trusted products, including their iconic
DPF cleaning product range, visit www.jlmlubricants.com.
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Book Review:
Automotive Technician
Training Theory,
Second Edition
By Tom Denton and Hayley Pells
In many ways, it is amazing that this book exists. Cramming
virtually every facet of automotive technical theory concisely
into a single textbook is a virtually impossible task. Yet,
possessing considerable clout as automotive practitioners,
consultants, educators and writers, both authors of Automotive
Technician Training Theory have risen to the challenge and
succeeded.
To focus the content, Denton and Pells include all of the
information that students need to pass Levels 1, 2 and 3
qualifications in Light Vehicle Maintenance and Repair. The
authors strive hard to make a sizable 570pp textbook as
undaunting and accessible as possible but without patronising
their readers. Health and Safety information, details about how
the motor industry works (including vital information about
how to communicate face-to-face with customers – a skill
that many Gen Zs may find essential) kick-start the book. More
general advice about workshop skills and vehicle maintenance
are followed by chapters that probe the theoretical intricacies
of combustion engines, electrical systems, suspension/
steering/brakes, transmissions and advanced diagnostics. Allnew sections on high-voltage and ADAS systems update the
book successfully.

BOOK REVIEW

This Second Edition continues its predecessor's approach to
blended online learning. Yet, obtaining full benefit requires
admittance to the IMI eLearning system. While most colleges
have access, readers who are unprepared to shoulder the
additional costs can utilise the free additional resources
on www.tomdenton.org. This website boasts additional
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Information is wellpresented and concise.
The use of images and
diagrams are excellent.
The 2022 Second
Edition includes new
sections on highvoltage and ADAS.

Published by Routledge, ISBN: 9781032002200

The Second Edition of Automotive Technician Training Theory is
available either as an e-book, or in paperback forms, costing from
£31.95 at www.tomdenton.org

activities to support the book, from learning hints, activity
sheets, puzzles and quizzes. However, we feel that this part
of the blended learning experience requires updating and
making more user-friendly to match the high standard set by
the textbook.
It is fortunate that pictures tell a thousand words, because
illustrations, press images and real-world workshop pics are
well-used to create an uncluttered layout. The writing is clear,
concise and both authors' styles blend well. While intended to
cover the basic theory, some topics go into considerable detail
(such as the workings of Bosch's e-clutch), which makes the
title useful for those with more advanced knowledge.
Yet, while the textbook succeeds in its aims, it could have
updated the First Edition more comprehensively. Being
ultra-critical, no details feature about EFB batteries and LED
headlights, which have been common fitments for at least
five years. Additionally, some tech examples are relatively
old-fashioned, such as three pages dedicated to the Ford CTX
CVT from 1987, or deep discussion of the Volkswagen Group's
DSG6 but no mention of the more popular DSG7 DCT. While
it is likely that these updates will follow in future editions, we
should remember that this book's core audience is students.
Therefore, the content must reflect course and exam contents
and the hardware present within a typical educational
establishment.
Verdict: We are confident in our hearty
recommendation. The Automotive Technician Training
Theory's Second Edition is useful for not just students
cramming for their exams but also professionals wanting
to re-cap their knowledge. Additionally, it acts as an
ideal precedent to Tom Denton's other six books, aimed
towards technicians who are focussed on furthering their
professional development.

ADVERTISING PROMOTION

New at AIC Germany – Timing Chain Kits from the original OEM iwis

The first aid kit for the engine
The constantly high loads to which timing
chains are exposed – for example, due
to the vibrations and forces occurring
in the engine compartment, due to high
temperature differences, humidity as
well as too infrequent oil changes or the
wrong types of oil - jeopardise the precise
sequence of the opening and closing
processes in the area of the camshaft.
During an inspection, wear of the materials
often goes unnoticed, as these components
work in secret, which can lead to engine
damage.
AIC Germany, spare parts specialist near Hamburg, Germany
is aware of this issue and has been looking for a high-quality
and simple solution for the repair of the timing chain drive.
Complete, ready-to-install timing chain kits in OEM quality from
iwis to make the work easier and more efficient for workshops.
This puts an end to the search for individual components.
When it comes to the engine, you should never skimp on
repairs, including replacing the chain drive. The cost of a
high-quality timing chain kit from iwis pays for itself over the
entire life of the car, as less wear and lower repair costs can be
expected compared to standard chains.
For this reason, AIC is pleased to offer iwis timing chain kits in
the aftermarket. After all, this is a manufacturer of recognised
quality products for the timing drive of engines, which are
characterised by reliability, durability and the highest possible
precision. This is why AIC guarantees a mileage of five years to
100,000 km for all sets. So if you need to be sure that a product
will deliver what it promises, you can't afford to ignore the top
quality of iwis timing chains.

Timing chain kits from iwis – the advantages at a glance
• To be found in the spare parts catalogues under the brand
iwis
• 100% original quality, innovation safety and reliability
• All components originally packed and from one source in
original iwis quality
• All necessary sealing materials and additional components
included
• Avoidance of costly consequential damage
• Long service life
• TRITAN-coated timing chain pins
• Five years up to 100,000 kilometres warranty for AIC
customers
If you are a wholesaler and interested in the product range
of AIC Germany, please visit www.aic-germany.de/en/ and
contact:
Kristin Steinhorst
Head of Sales

AIC item no: 71639Set
OE reference: 1131 7 516 088

ADVERTISING PROMOTION

With over 180 timing drive kits – and many more to come –
AIC offers a wide selection for a variety of vehicle applications.
The special feature here is that various sets are offered as both
short and long sets in order to be able to respond optimally to
the respective requirements of the customer. You will only find
this at AIC.

The iwis sets, like the AIC range, are available exclusively
through parts wholesalers and can now also be found under
their own name in the spare parts catalogue TecDoc. Simply
enter the appropriate spare part number in TecDoc and you
will immediately find the timing chain set under the iwis
motorsysteme brand. Shipment takes place in the official iwis
packaging directly from the high-bay warehouse at the AIC
company headquarters in Glinde.

 k.steinhorst@aic-germany.de
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ROB MARSHALL LOOKS AT THE LATEST NEW CAR TECH
INNOVATIONS, ALL WITH A DISTINCT GERMANIC FEEL

BMW – MOST NEW MODELS – BMW DIGITAL
KEY/BMW DIGITAL KEY PLUS
The keyless entry system has allowed car thieves to replace
their hammers, chisels and wire-cutters with more discrete
and sophisticated electrical devices. Rather than suffer the
ignominy of reintroducing the humble ignition key, carmakers
have tried to keep one step ahead of the criminal fraternity. Yet,
considering the numbers of modern vehicles that are going
AWOL, they do not seem to be winning.
Working with Google and Samsung, BMW's latest addition to
keyless tech is to utilise that piece of technology that we all
(albeit some reluctantly) carry with us: the mobile telephone.
Just as some banking apps permit touchless payments, by just
presenting the screen, so too can a driver unlock and lock a
Bimmer, by holding the 'phone against the driver's side door
handle. When the 'phone is ensconced within the centre
console's wireless charging compartment, it authorises the
immobiliser to permit an engine start.
The system is configured on the 'My BMW' App, making
the Digital Key a potential option for almost all current
production BMW cars. To reassure critics, BMW says that the

BMW Digital Key is stored
on "the secure element
of the smartphone",
whatever that means. Even so,
development is ongoing and BMW plans to extend the Digital
Key capability beyond Samsung Galaxy S21 and Google Pixel
6 devices in the future. In addition, upcoming releases will see
digital keys for the same vehicle being transferred between
up to five smartphones. If holding a 'phone close to the door
handle remains too much of an inconvenience, BMW Digital
Key Plus can be used with smartphones that possess an ultra
wideband frequency (UWB) facility instead of just Near Field
Communication (NFC). It is also said that UWB signals can be
neither jammed, nor intercepted (yet).

VOLKSWAGEN 4-CYLINDER
DIESELS – RENEWABLE FUEL
COMPATIBILITY

NEW CAR TECH

Considering that diesel is promoted as
demonic, it is courageous for certain car
manufacturers not to sign the COP-26
agreement to end the sale of fossil-fuelled
vehicles, because so many uncertainties remain.
One would have thought that Volkswagen,
the whipping-boy (but not the sole sinner) of
'diesel-gate,' would be determined to repent
and sign on the dotted line. Yet, it did not.
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Going further, it has announced an intention to continue its combustion
engine developments in parallel to expanding its electric offerings. As
the company plans to reduce the 2030 CO2 emissions of its fleet by 40%,
it sees diesel as an essential part of that ambition. By doing so, it says
that the Volkswagen Group is responding to different customer needs,
while taking into account the different drive system preferences of its
global customers. Therefore, it has announced that its four-cylinder
diesel engines, made from June 2021, can run on renewable fuels, which
comply with the EN15940 European standard.
The company reports that these newly developed bio-diesel fuels
represent CO2 savings of between 70-95 per cent. They are produced from
biological residual and waste materials (such as cooking oil and sawdust), which are converted into hydrocarbons by a
reaction with hydrogen. Paraffinic diesel fuels can already be found on the market as a pure fuel, but it is added to some
blends of standard pump diesel to a 7% maximum, including Shell's V-Power diesel. Volkswagen predicts that e-fuels will
be available in the future, produced from regenerative sources using CO2 and electricity, meaning that the combustion
engine still has a future relevance.

PORSCHE 718 BOXTER –
3D PRINTED SEATS
3D printing presents a futuristic dream –
imagine, printing your own spare parts!
Admittedly, that remains an ambition for the
aftermarket for now, but it is worth noting
that some car enthusiasts are drawing and 3D
printing small obsolete plastic parts for their
aged models. Car manufacturers are also taking
3D printing seriously and Porsche has just
launched an optional 3D-printed bodyform
bucket seat as an optional extra factory fit for not just Boxster but
also current Cayman and 911 models.
While it makes exciting headlines, Porsche admits that only parts of
the cushion and backrest are produced by a 3D printer, including
the side lattice structure. The cushion itself is available in three
different rigidity grades and the entire seat is more than 8% lighter
than conventional bucket seats. Porsche's test driver, Lars Kern,
says:
"Seats adapted to individual drivers have been available for a long
time in professional motorsport. Now Porsche also offers a roadlegal customisation with different rigidity grades as standard."

MERCEDES-BENZ GLE – E-ACTIVE BODY
CONTROL
Mercedes-Benz is no stranger to reconciling the seemingly
impossible qualities of optimum ride quality and sharp
handling. The fruits of four decades of research have resulted
in ABC (Active Body Control) from 1999, which developed
into 2013's ROAD SURFACE SCAN (RSS) function, which
prepares the suspension for road undulations before they
reach the vehicle. Five years later, the company continued
its technological advances, along with a typically Germanic
obsession with shouty capital letters, when it combined
AIRMATIC suspension and RSS with an optional 48V E-ACTIVE
BODY CONTROL function. At its inception, the company
claimed that E-ACTIVE is the only system on the market
that can control spring and damping forces at each wheel
individually, suppressing roll, pitch and lift movements.

A main ECU controls not only the motor/pump but also
the air spring compressor, via the CAN Bus wiring. The
functions include a rocking mode, for off-road use, by raising
and lowering the suspension several times to alter the
ground pressure on the tyres, should the car become stuck.
Adjusting the suspension height on one corner only is also
advantageous in an off-road situation, such as when stuck in

a ditch, or when one suspension spring is compressed fully.
In addition, the system allows to easier access to the boot,
because it can lower the rear suspension by 40mm.
It appears, however, that few buyers have been convinced by
the extra cost of E-ACTIVE and reports are circulating that it is
being deleted as an option in certain markets. The system is
not defunct and remains available on other Mercedes-Benz
and Maybach models.

NEW CAR TECH

In the GLE application, air springs bear the vehicle's weight
and regulate the ride-height. Each wheel possesses a damper,
within which is a pair of chambers, an adjustable damping
valve and a hydraulic pressure reservoir. The damper is
connected to a combined 48-volt motor/pump, which controls
the hydraulic fluid flow to create a pressure differential within
the damper. It is this that generates the active force.
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Silver lining for switched on workshops

Electric vehicles switch the ratio between labour and parts turnover, workshops are urged to prepare for mass adoption now to evolve
workshop businesses along with the changing car parc

The pandemic and consequences of
Brexit have significantly affected the
entire automotive aftermarket but savvy
workshops can use record-low new
vehicle registrations and their ability to
adapt more quickly to their advantage
when dealers focus their attention on
aftermarket servicing and repairs

INDUSTRY

The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation
(IAAF) urged the entire industry to gear up for change in its
virtual conference at the end of 2021, as it presented the
opportunities and challenges the trade is set to face and a
panel of experts provided advice on how parts suppliers,
service providers and workshops can futureproof businesses in
the years to come.
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Here, we look at how Quentin Le Hetet from market analysts
GIPA set the future landscape for the aftermarket after
analysing key data and trends that will affect the industry in the
short and longer term.

Decimated new car registrations –
play to your strengths
He stressed that first and foremost, the car sales dynamic is
having a significant impact: “The car parc is not growing as

it should be and is not being renewed as it should be”. The
impact of (poor) new car sales is an aging car parc, which gives
the independent aftermarket an advantage – the number of
cars aged 0-3 years, which typically end up at the dealers, is
shrinking – a car’s average age has increased to over 14 years in
the UK, presenting an opportunity for independent workshops
to take on more technical and profitable jobs as major parts
deteriorate and require replacement. Quentin stated in the
UK, with a strong emphasis on the word ‘currently’, that many
franchise dealers are not geared, and do not have the right
strategy in place, to attract work on cars within the 5-9 years
old segment. It follows that vehicle manufacturers suffering
from poor vehicles sales will want to claw some of this
aftersales work back.

VMs gang together –
promote your independent status
One major shift in recent years to extend the VMs influence and
consumer reach is the consolidation of vehicle manufacturers.
The PSA and FCA group merged in 2021 forming the Stellantis
Group – the world’s 4th largest car manufacturer incorporating
18 vehicle brands, representing over 20% of the UK car parc.
“Consolidated together, their power is much bigger. This is
very important to have in mind because they will use this
to invest in the independent aftermarket in the UK. The
Volkswagen Group’s aftermarket strategy involves increasing
parts sales to the independent workshop, using its TPS factor
network to supply genuine parts via its 100+ branches. The

The rise of electric vehicles & subscription models –
prepare for fleet work

Quentin Le Hetet of GiPA

“The disruption of the market is coming from plug-in hybrid
and battery electric vehicles, which are really going to make
a huge difference to the workshop”. Quentin uses the term
disruption because of the change in ratio between labour
and parts turnover when repairing Battery Electric Vehicles
compared to ICE vehicles, around 65% labour, 35% parts
with BEVs. As parts revenue decreases, VMs are adapting
their business models. Quentin states that it is still too early
to understand the disruption entirely but VMs, such as Volvo,
are testing the water with vehicle subscription models, which
obviously tie motorists into the dealer network. “I think more
and more, independent garages need to think more about
fleets, consolidation of the car parc owned by companies…
Fleet managers want to stretch their assets to the minimum
running cost… Garages will need to adapt and have a
commercial discussion directly with them because there’s
going to be much more of this in the future.”

Stellantis group have Distrigo providing genuine parts, Tier 1
OE manufacturers and aftermarket all-makes Euro repar brand.
“On top of this, they are developing a garage network Euro
Repar Service, aiming to service all makes using their Distrigo
distribution.”

The importance of training and preparing to take on EV repairs
and maintenance was stressed. “We are still relatively far from
the mass adoption of Electric Vehicles so there is still time
to get ready, but I think it’s good not to leave it until the last
minute. We are already seeing more and more independent
workshops seeing electric vehicles… it is very important to be
aware of all these trends, to have a plan to be ready for all these
vehicles.”

100% End Of Line Testing

Sustainable Remanufacturing

INDUSTRY
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New online support now available to workshops
from industry charity Ben

Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice

One Brand.
All Clutches.

Blue Print All-Makes range for European
and Asian vehicles
Blue Print offers more than 1,200 kits, covering over 30,000 passenger
cars and light commercial vehicle applications. Choose from a broad range
of clutch components assured by our excellent quality standards.
The product portfolio also includes high-quality repair solutions for
Dual-Mass Flywheel and Self-Adjusting Clutches as part of the
SMARTFIT category.
Want First Time Fit? Choose Blue Print!
Your Premium Quality Aftermarket Solution!

Get more information about our
complete offer of clutch components
at our online catalogue:
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

www.blue-print.com

Hidden
secrets

Replacing a clutch is not easy
but the parts have a hard life

CLUTCH

As clutch replacements involve mainly
removing worn parts and fitting new, little
thought at workshop levels tends to go into
how the various parts wear out, leading
Rob Marshall to contact leading clutch
manufacturers to find out
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Hot stuff: The friction plate
In many cases, worn friction linings are obvious, as the cover
is unbolted from the flywheel. Borg and Beck explains that
that the very nature of its operation means that it is designed
to wear. The First Line brand emphasises the relevance of
friction material quality to plate longevity, a point echoed to
us by the bilstein group, which highlights that, like every other
friction material, there is a balance of wear resistance, comfort
behaviour and price.
Schaeffler agrees with the bilstein group that clutch friction
material is a science and adds that the adage, 'You get what
you pay for' rings true. It states that considerable expertise and
research goes into the design, construction and quality of LuK
friction material, which influences clutch plate longevity. Yet,
the bilstein group adds that different vehicle requirements
dictate diverse friction mixes. For instance, rear-wheel-drive
vehicles tend to be more prone to clutch judder; the friction
material on quality clutches is formulated to reduce this
characteristic as much as possible.
Naturally, many technicians realise that excessive slip can wear
and overheat the linings, affecting its material properties. While
poor driving technique can be responsible, towing and engine
tuning might also be to blame.

IT’S BETTER TO GO
ALL INCLUSIVE

A LuK RepSet DMF contains every part you need to carry out a
professional repair in just one box, all in genuine OE quality.
All components are precision matched to work together for a fast
and efficient installation, so you can save time, effort and money
by getting it right first time - every time.
It also includes a bonus points coupon that you can exchange
for technical know-how, or even workshop tools, clothing and POS
materials on REPXPERT, Schaeffler’s knowledge portal for workshop
technicians available via website or app.
Don’t risk your reputation by using mis-matched clutch parts for a complete and professional repair backed up by our
market leading warranty and technical support system - fit LuK.
www.repxpert.co.uk | aftermarket.schaeffler.co.uk |

OESAA

Under pressure: The cover/pressure plate
LuK reports that, generally, the clutch pressure plate does not
wear. Yet, it can be damaged by a worn friction plate, when
the friction material has almost entirely worn away and its
rivets make contract. The bilstein group concurs and adds that
the cast iron cover can also suffer from heat bluing, scratches
and scars, caused by the aggressive clutch use. However, Borg
and Beck advises that the release bearing can 'skip' on the
diaphragm spring fingers, thus wearing them, but this situation
tends to result from fitting errors, not wear and tear.
Borg and Beck adds that, if fitted, the self-adjust mechanism
keeps the diaphragm spring fingers at the same height
throughout the clutch's life as the friction plate wears. Once
the mechanism reaches its adjustment limits, the friction plate
is designed to slip just before it has worn down to the rivets.
LuK maintains that a self-adjusting clutch delivers a consistent
clamp load, regardless of wear. When the clutch nears the end
of its life, however, the diaphragm fingers will touch the cage,
which forms part of the cover's construction. This limits release
movement, causing the clutch pedal to require more pressure
halfway down its stroke. This is a useful indication to the driver
(or technician) that the clutch has reached the end of its life,
even if slippage is not yet apparent.

CLUTCH

ZF highlights that the self-adjusting clutch mechanism must
adjust fully after installation. To do so, the clutch pedal must
be depressed fully at least half-a-dozen times to facilitate the
adjustment and achieve a full clamp load.
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Maintaining control: The release bearing
The bilstein group reminds us that release bearings comprise
industrial bearings and wear is not linked just to higher
mileage. Using the clutch more frequently in urban condition
causes more wear than long-distance motorway trips, as an

example. In addition, LuK says that resting a foot on the clutch
pedal accelerates release bearing wear levels, because it is in
constant interaction with the clutch. Borg and Beck reveals that
a conventional release bearing also fails from the grease drying
within the ball race. The net result tends to be noise, such as
whistling, or a loud squeal from the bell-housing, as the clutch
pedal is pressed.
As many concentric clutch slave cylinders are often
inaccessible without removing the gearbox, replacing one is
an involved process. Therefore, like a typical release bearing,
it also should be renewed when the clutch is replaced. LuK
explains that the guide tube, on which the hydraulic seal runs,
is exposed to contamination from friction dust and moisture.
As the gearbox is removed, the seal travels over this exposed
portion, damaging its rubber lip, and promoting failure soon
after the transmission is refitted.

"LuK says that resting
a foot on the clutch
pedal accelerates
release bearing wear
levels, because it is in
constant interaction
with the clutch."

"Alignment issues can
cause premature release
bearing failure, which
ZF explains is down to
wear in other parts of
the release mechanism,
such as the fork."
Alignment issues can also cause premature release bearing
failure, which ZF explains is down to wear in other parts of
the release mechanism, such as the fork. This deterioration
results in a loss of release bearing pre-load against the cover's
diaphragm spring, which hastens wear and increases noise.

Not forgetting the Extras...
Borg and Beck comments that release fork wear could cause
the bearing to dislodge and become misaligned on the
diaphragm fingers, causing engagement issues/clutch judder.
First Line also recommends that the release arm/fork could
wear prematurely if the pivot points are not lubricated with a
tiny amount of high melting point grease.
LuK advises that technicians should always inspect the pivot
points, release arms, release arm bushes and the guide tube,
while the transmission is removed. Note also that some guide
tubes form part of the bellhousing but this does not mean that
they are not immune to wear. Yet, the bilstein group adds that
many extra parts are more vehicle specific. Therefore, it is worth
technicians doing some research before quoting and advising
the customer that some ancillary components might require
replacing beyond the standard clutch kit.

Curbing the vibration: The Dual Mass Flywheel
While more of the rule on more recent models than the
exception, consider the Dual Mass Flywheel (DMF), too. This
component absorbs vibrations in the drivetrain in today’s
lighter, smaller and slower running engines. ZF reports that
springs and shoes within the DMF work constantly, when the
engine is running. Over thousands of miles, these parts wear
and the tolerances between them increase. Eventually, the
increased wear levels reduce the dampening properties. Many
of the situations that can cause premature clutch wear also
affect the DMF, according to LuK. These include towing, poor
driving style, engine tuning and reduced engine cranking
speeds, which might result from a degraded battery.

CLUTCH

However, rather than replacing a DMF at every clutch change,
it is worth assessing its condition before presuming that it is
unserviceable. For more information, see our separate advice
features: https://autotechnician.co.uk/dmf-stress-test and
our video on: www.youtube.com/watch?v=vElsrIzHvAo
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Taking the
strain

STEERING & SUSPENSION

Few components are exposed to harsher
conditions than those fitted to the
suspension, leading Rob Marshall to give
an overview about how and why some
parts wear faster than others
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Perhaps the simplest and most common joint, used in
suspension and steering systems, is the humble ball and
socket, known otherwise as a Ball Joint. It comprises a circular
ball that rotates within a lubricated socket housing, enclosed
and protected by a tightly secured boot, or dust cover. MOOG
reports that natural wear symptoms result from the ball pin
becoming loose in its housing, resulting in a knocking noise.
This is down to high axial and radial supported loads from
typical use (from accelerating to cornering), causing natural
wear of the socket that, being plastic, tends to wear faster
than the ball. First Line explains that other suspension parts
share the same ball pin/housing design and, consequently,
technicians will see many different variations. MOOG adds
that, in use, lower ball joints face the highest forces. This is why
they are always oversized, compared to track-rod ends, or antiroll bar/drop links, for example, to make their lifespan similar
to that of other ball joints within the suspension system. ZF
Aftermarket (under its Lemförder and TRW brands) reminds us
that even ball joints should be replaced in axle sets.

The fight that some suspension
components put up against the technician
is a testament to the harsh conditions that
they must endure, when fitted

APPROVED BY THE EXPERTS

Schaeffler is renowned as a supplier of high-tech precision components
and systems to leading vehicle manufacturers around the world.
We have used this engineering excellence and OE know-how
to create the FAG steering and suspension range, which offers a
genuine quality alternative to independent workshops.
Every single part has been designed, tested and approved to stringent
OE specifications by our own engineers, before being produced using the
very latest exacting Schaeffler material and manufacturing quality standards.
FAG steering & suspension components also feature a market leading
zinc-flake coating, wear and corrosion clear TPU boots, and are supplied
with all the genuine OE ancillaries needed for a professional repair.
FAG. The chassis experts.
www.repxpert.co.uk | aftermarket.schaeffler.co.uk |

"ZF advises that, because
bush wear tends to be a
gradual process, issues
tend to be found during
the MOT test rather than
a driver experiencing a
sudden failure symptom."

Unsurprisingly, quality aftermarket manufacturers have sought
to improve the original parts that wear at a comparatively
fast rate. AT readers will be familiar with the MEYLE-HD range,
where a specific enhancement is a larger ball pin diameter,
which distributes forces over a larger surface area, plus a harder
plastic used in the ball seat socket, making it more resistant to
friction and even abrasion. First Line's Heavy Duty range also
features larger ball pins and enhanced ball seat materials. The
company has focussed its range for common models that are
used commercially, such as taxis, or hire cars, in addition to offroad vehicles.

Bushes

STEERING & SUSPENSION

ZF Aftermarket advises that bushes have a hard life, too.
Residing beneath the car, their natural rubber construction
must resist temperature changes, extreme forces, movement,
dirt, salt, and water. Over time, they become brittle, as the
rubber loses its flexibility, the results of which, according to
the bilstein group, are splits and tears. First Line adds that the
consequences are poor handling and vibration, although poor
tyre wear and clunking can also be symptoms. ZF advises
that, because bush wear tends to be a gradual process,
issues tend to be found during the MOT Test rather than a
driver experiencing a sudden failure symptom. This explains
why deteriorated bushes are one of the most frequent MOT
advisory points.
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Due to their essential roles, many different types of bushes
are employed, from hydro-elastic to slotted designs. While the
wear characteristics remain similar, the fitting techniques differ
considerably and so AT plans to cover bushes in greater depth,
in a future feature.
Upgraded bushes are one of the most well-known
modifications, although some types for motorsport use
introduce significant compromises. They can even be harmful.
The bilstein group told us that, in the example of replacing
a hydraulic suspension bush with a solid alternative, noise,
vibration and harshness can result and it may even put extra
stress on associated components.

Dampers
While the MOT inspection for major leaks remains relevant and
important, it is surprising that more checks are not specified by
the DVSA, considering how intrinsic they are for keeping the
tyres in firm contact with the road surface. With just a single
worn damper, the stopping distance from 30mph increases
by two metres. The traditional 'bounce' test, for example, has
been obsolete for around a decade and no assessment is
mandatory to deduce how dampening properties alter with
time, especially as a worn damper can give no external clue.
KYB reports that a number of carefully calibrated valves reside
within a typical damper, each one of which possesses a stack
of small compression discs (pictured), less than 1mm thick.

During compression, oil is forced through each of these
valves and it is this situation that provides the damping
property. By the time a car reaches KYB's recommended
damper replacement interval of 50,000 miles, fluid has
passed through these valves over 75 million times.
Ancillary parts that are associated with the damper also
possess a similar lifespan and these should be replaced
at the same as the damper. Springs also wear naturally,
although KYB attributes higher vehicle weights, lighter coil
spring designs (with different shapes and wire diameters),
speed calming measures, and worsening road surface
quality as reasons why breakages have become more
common. As with dampers (and many other parts of the
suspension system), springs must be replaced in axle pairs.

Air suspension

Leaking air springs also make the compressor work more
frequently. As most of them are designed only for shortterm use, they do not tolerate the increased demand.
The resultant high temperatures, which can exceed 100degrees Celsius, can make them overheat. This situation
can also prevent the valve block from operating as well.
Therefore, not replacing air springs in good time is a false
economy.
LKQ Euro Car Parts highlights that, while air suspension
springs require replacing every six to ten years, a long
period of idleness increases thechances of failure. This is
something to consider if you know that a vehicle has been
standing for long periods during the various lockdowns.

STEERING & SUSPENSION

Fitted to an increasing number of vehicles, air suspension
incorporates a rubber air bellow that acts as the spring.
As with bushes, the natural rubber used does not last
indefinitely, which is why Arnott reports that air springs
are the first component that exhibit wear. As the rubber
dries and loses flexibility, small cracks from where the air
bladder rolls upon itself and air leaks out. For a complete
strut assembly, oil can also escape and the lubricant will
hasten the air spring's rubber's degradation, should it
make contact.
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Contact Info:

Any Battery.
Anywhere.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Official suppliers of Exide Batteries.

Visit us at uk.ecobat.tech

Call us on 01743 218500

Understanding how
batteries work will help
technicians understand how
and why they fail, plus how
to diagnose accurately

The power within
Appreciating how batteries deteriorate
is tricky, without knowing how they
work. Rob Marshall also finds that
knowing how the theory applies to
real-world conditions allows garages
to offer superior customer service and
drive sales.

How does the battery fail?
Even if the very best battery is looked after perfectly, the acid
will continue to gnaw the lead material away, rendering the
battery useless eventually. The only thing that garages and
owners can do is reduce the rate at which the damage occurs.

As the State of Charge (measured in volts) reduces as the
battery discharges, ECOBAT explains that the negative plates
become increasingly covered by the sulphates. Not only does
this reduce the active lead material's surface area but it also
makes the acid electrolyte weaker.

"Even if the very best
battery is looked after
perfectly, the acid will
continue to gnaw the
lead material away"

BATTERIES

While 12-volt battery technology has evolved considerably in
the last two decades, it still relies on well-established leadacid technology. GS Yuasa calls the battery 'a cannibal' and
with good reason. While the battery relies on the interaction
between lead-based paste and sulphuric acid to provide
electrical energy, the operating principle is also reasonable for
its ultimate demise.

Sulphation is a major problem. VARTA explains that, as the
battery discharges, the sulphate within the acid content of the
electrolyte becomes attracted to the lead paste on the plates.
As the battery ages, the reversal of this chemical reaction
during recharging is not as effective and some sulphate atoms
remain attached to the lead plates. As charging can no longer
take place as effectively, because the sulphate prevents the
acid from interacting with the lead, this 'sulphation' situation
robs the battery of its capacity and its available Cold Crank
Amps (State of Health) reduces.
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As a double-whammy, the electrons are less effective within
a diluted acid mix. This altered state then accelerates as the
voltage decreases. In theory, only a full charge will push the
sulphate from plates and back into the electrolyte again.
Ideally, the electrolyte's strength should be the same
throughout the battery. Indeed, when fully charged
successfully, the 65% acid and 35% pure water mix is fully
homogenised. Yet, Ecobat clarifies that, because acid is heavier
than water, it sinks slowly towards the bottom of flooded
batteries and attaches itself to the plates' lower extremities.
This situation, known as 'Acid Stratification', is harder to reverse.
Some smart chargers, however, possess an anti-stratification
setting that applies a slightly higher charge level to facilitate
electrolyte mixing. Incidentally, as AGM (Advanced Glass Mat)
batteries do not possess liquid electrolyte, they are unaffected
by stratification.

below 12.5 volts. Banner Batteries concurs that sulphation also
speeds up at these lower voltages, causing the rate of battery
capacity reduction to accelerate. Therefore, maintaining the
charge level above 12.4 volts reduces the risk of sulphation and
ensures optimum battery service life.
Both the assertions from Banner Batteries and GS Yuasa
reinforce Ecobat's advice that battery usage patterns influence
its lifespan. For instance, the frequency and length between
engine starts are all relevant, as are journey lengths. If the
battery is not replenished with sufficient charge that is taken
from it to start the engine, its state of charge drops lower and
lower. This explains why batteries on low mileage cars tend to
fail far sooner than those used by a fleet user, for example.

Why can't the alternator charge the battery?
GS Yuasa reports that an alternator cannot recover a fully
discharged battery because it must work at full capacity.
However, this increases the amount of heat that it produces,
meaning that it can work flat-out for short periods of time.
Autoelectro agrees: Excessive heat can blow the regulator and/
or the rectifier if the alternator runs beyond its capacity. The
Bradford-based remanufacturer argues that an alternator can
even struggle to recover a part-charged battery.

So charging the battery will resolve the problem,
right?

BATTERIES

Yes and no. GS Yuasa emphasises that internal sulphation
becomes permanent if the battery experiences long periods
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Ecobat reminds us that the battery cannot be force-fed
current. As the battery ages, its internal resistance increases,
which reduces the charge that can be accepted. More
advanced EFB and AGM batteries, fitted to vehicles with
stop-start technology, can accept higher voltages and be
recharged more quickly. Varta adds that smart alternator
algorithms can limit charging outputs to reduce CO2 tailpipe
emissions. Furthermore, as AGM batteries can be sensitive to
overcharging, the algorithms limit the optimum charge to
between 80% and 90%. By not charging the battery fully, some
capacity remains for regenerative braking, even if it is not ideal
for long battery life.
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"Varta advises that a
State of Charge test
reveals the voltage,
only. In reality, the
results do not provide
an accurate refelction
of the power and
load levels that the
battery can support."
If batteries prefer to be used and charged, has
lockdown made any difference?
The responses to COVID-19 have made a significant difference
to battery replacement intervals. While batteries still
deteriorated during the summer months in pre-pandemic
days, the reduced electrical demand ensured that the capacity
reduction tended not to be noticed, until the first cold snaps of
late autumn arrived.
Varta explains that this is why garages experienced a sudden
spike in battery demand during the first cold snaps of late
autumn. While 21°C represents an optimum battery storage
temperature, underbonnet temperatures can rise to 45°C
during the summer. This situation accelerates internal
sulphation and, logically, reduces battery capacity. Therefore,
battery failure during the colder months can also be attributed
to damage suffered earlier in the year
However, COVID-19 has evened out the battery replacement
cycle. Banner Batteries attribute the lack of use during the
spring and summer months as being responsible for enormous
demand.
Varta continues that, as cars have been standing, or used only
for short trips, battery voltage has been dropping. Once it dips
below 12.2 volts, internal damage commences. Consequently,
Varta has also seen demand for replacement car batteries
rocket over the last 20 months.
GS Yuasa states that we should not forget that sulphation
damage afflicts not just old but also new batteries. Therefore,
in terms of battery sales, the company foresees that the
pandemic's effects will continue for some years to come.

BATTERIES

So what can garages and technicians do?
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As battery testing is quick and easy, LKQ Euro Car Parts urges
garages to offer battery testing to every customer that enters
the premises.
First, assess State of Charge. GS Yuasa reminds us that this
voltage reading indicates the energy available to ‘push’ the
available cranking capacity current (amps) to the starter
motor for engine starting. Banner Batteries advises that a

reading below 12.8 volts means that it will need charging
before you carry out a State of Health Test. It is not a bad idea
to switch the headlamps on for a few minutes with the engine
off, to remove any surface charge and reduce the risk of a false
reading.
Varta advises that a State of Charge test reveals the voltage,
only. In reality, the results do not provide an accurate reflection
of the power and load levels that the battery can support. GS
Yuasa agrees, in that it is easy to think that a battery displaying
a high voltage is in good order.
Yet, a State of Charge test is important, because the State
of Health can be assessed only once the battery has been
charged fully. Banner Batteries explains that the State of Health
results indicate battery wear levels, which technicians can use
to judge how much of its useful life remains.
The State of Health takes an amperage reading, which is
compared to the CCA figure, printed on the battery label.

While old-fashioned drop-testers used to be used, modern
testers are less aggressive and Varta explains that the CCA
is the result of calculating voltage, CCA, available amps and
temperature, although it points out that some advanced
battery testers may complete conductance profiling for
more accurate results. For this reason, it is fair to take
Ecobat's advice that garages should invest in the best
testing equipment that they can afford, because the outlay
will be recouped in time and new battery sales. Furthermore,
invest in technician training, so the results can be interpreted
and translated to the customer that a battery that may be
functioning fine now may need replacing before next winter.

What about chargers?
As an external battery charger can charge a battery fully,
your workshop could offer a battery charging service, carried
out overnight. Banner Batteries advises that selecting the
correct battery charger is a vital decision. The company
recommends nothing less than a 10 amps smart charger
for professional use, possessing algorithms that make it
compatible with all battery technologies, including AGM.
Banner explains its rationale with the following example.
Should you face a discharged 70 amps battery, it will require
seven hours to be recharged with a 10 amps charger. A
lesser rated charger will put in surface charge alone, which
will dissipate quickly, giving the impression that the battery
is not holding charge.

Further dying battery issues
A battery that possesses a low state of charge,
low state of heath, or both, can harm other
components. While the author recalls his old
Citroën GSA cracking its starter motor casings in
half, if forced to endure a dying battery, modern
geared starter motors also do not tolerate
prolonged cranking with a deteriorated battery.
According to Autoelectro, a battery that cannot
generate sufficient power means that the starter
motor armature cannot rotate at its designed
speeds. This creates higher resistance within the
motor and causes it to draw more current. It also
means that the starting procedure takes longer,
prolonging the starter motor operating time,
which can overload the windings.

BATTERIES

It is also worth noting that low start crank
speeds also causes premature dual mass
flywheel failure, on cars thus fitted.
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While this feature focusses on the
main headlamp bulbs, the advice
on filament lamps is relevant to
other exterior lamps, too

The light source
Replacement car bulbs remain one of the
fastest moving and profitable product
lines, leading Rob Marshall to question
Osram and Philips Lumileds about how
they work and why they degrade
It is quite remarkable that the humble light bulb has
become so central to our modern way of life that we take
the technology for granted. While conventional bulbs were
banned from domestic use from September 2021, they remain
popular within an automotive context. The principle on which
a halogen bulb works extends to the early 1800s. Humphrey
Davy discovered that a metal wire heated up, when electricity
passed through it. Unfortunately, the wire reacted with the
oxygen in the air and burnt away; enclosing the wire within a
glass tube containing inert gases posed the solution.

LIGHTING

Behind the scenes
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Modern automotive bulbs employ coiled tungsten filaments,
because the metal possesses the highest melting point. The
use of halogen gases extends the filament's life, because any
evaporated metal redeposits itself onto the filament, increasing
its life. Naturally, the bulbs do not last forever, chiefly because
the filament thins and, eventually, fractures.
While all automotive replacement bulbs, used in exterior
lamps, must be Type-Approved, quality still varies between
manufacturers. Some bulbs possess thinner filaments, less

expensive gases and lower quality glass. The gas fill pressure
can also be too low and poor quality production can also
introduce impurities into the glass envelope.
Low grade bulbs can also damage the lamp to which they are
fitted. Should the bulb glass lack an ultra-violet filter, the UV
can damage the reflector and plastic cover. Some bulbs can
also shatter, due mainly to thermal shock, especially if water
enters the lamp unit for any reason, although those featuring
quartz glass should be immune.
Yet, technicians can also facilitate failure. Touching the bulbs
with bare skin can impart an impurity that creates a hot spot.
In addition, badly-fitted bulbs can increase their exposure to
vibration and, possibly, overheating.

desired, consider that a bespoke loom may be necessary
but this advice is only really relevant for off-road bulbs that
are not Type-Approved for on-road use. Even so, melted
connectors can occur, as pictured, although this is due to a
poor connection between the bulb terminals and those within
the plug. Fortunately, replacement connectors are available in
many cases.

External issues
High voltages are a notable bulb killer. Just raising the voltage
by 10% can halve filament life. Therefore, any vehicle faults that
increases voltage need to be remedied. Some lamp designs
also possess poor airflow, which overheats the bulb, courting
early failure. Driving regularly on deteriorated roads expose the
bulbs to more vibration, as do certain aftermarket suspension
upgrades.
Some technicians question the wisdom of carmakers' thin
wiring. However, this 'thin wall' cabling uses a more efficient
higher temperature rated insulation. As a standard 55W
headlamp bump draws 4.6 amps at 12 volts, the fact that
these cables are rated at 11 amps means that such concerns
are unfounded. However, should high wattage bulbs be

HID bi-xenon headlamp bulbs
Rather than relying on a glowing filament, High-Intensity
Discharge (HID) bulbs share their working principles with
arc-lights, where light is produced by a glowing, high-voltage
arc within a glass case. Like a domestic strip light, however,
additional components are required. In a typical automotive
setting, the ballast is a separate part that converts the 12V DC
vehicle voltage to >20,000V AC to create the plasma. Once
this occurs, the voltage is reduced to the bulb rated voltage
(42V for a D3 bulb for example). An igniter is also required,
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although it is incorporated as part of D1, D3 and D5 HID
bulbs. All these extra complications notwithstanding, HIDs
produce, approximately, twice as much light for half the power
consumption of filament bulbs. They also possess a far longer
lifespan.
Yet, early HID D1 and D2 burners contained mercury vapour.
Responding to the banning of the heavy metal, D3 and
D4 mercury-free HID bulbs appeared in 2012, which are
incompatible with the earlier types. To improve energy
efficiency further, lower wattage bulbs have since appeared,
such as D5S, D6S and D8S types.

LIGHTING

"High voltages are a
notable bulb killer.
Just raising the
voltage by 10% can
halve filament life.
Therefore, any vehicle
faults that increases
voltage need to be
remedied."
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The issue of quality
Counterfeits have been more of a problem for HIDs than
filament bulbs. Fake items have been known to catch fire and
Lumileds reports consequential vehicle fires. Illegal HID 'xenon'
kits, which allow an HID burner to replace a halogen bulb, were
popular for a while, until MOT enforcement discouraged their
installation. The same situation involves LED conversion kits for
halogen exterior lamps for cars registered from 1986.

A different failure pattern
Unlike filament bulbs, HIDs rarely cease to work. Instead, over
time, the light output reduces. New HID burners produce
a crisp, white output, possessing a colour temperature of
around 4,100K. As they degrade, the colour temperature drops
to 3,000K or below, resulting in a yellower output. Therefore,
while the bulbs still work sufficiently to pass an MOT test,
their condition may have fallen below that required for Type

Approval. Therefore, advising the driver of an older vehicle to
replace both bulbs is likely to improve the lighting significantly.
Wear and tear on the burner is higher, dependent on the
frequency that they are switched on. This explains why certain
vehicles, such as taxis, have HIDs that last around 2,500 hours,
instead of the more typical 3,000+.

LED headlamps
Valeo is a major supplier of LED technology to car manufacturers. Speaking with AT, it reveals that, unlike halogen, or
HID bi-xenon, LED headlamp light sources are designed to last over 16,000 hours, which is the equivalent to over 15
years' use.
With a desire to reduce emissions, car manufacturers have embraced LED headlamps, because they offer a 70% energy
consumption saving for the same light output, compared with halogen.
The headlamps are sealed, because the typical LED light source module is designed to last 20 times longer than a
halogen bulb. This means that the LEDs, heat sink, fans, optics, and any self-levelling systems are enclosed. Yet, the main
control unit, situated on the rear of the headlamp moulding, can be dismounted and replaced. Valeo reports that it
stocks this driver for its lamps as a spare part.
Should the LED lamp develop a fault, a dashboard warning tends to be displayed. A replacement lamp also requires
diagnostic programming. Given that a complete replacement headlight may be the only option, it is interesting to note
that certain remanufacturing specialists, such as ACtronics, are adding LED headlamps to their ranges.

Here for the
automotive industry
Ben is the automotive industry charity. We deliver
support for life to guide you through the tough
times and help you get back on track.
Whether you need some advice, information or
tailored support, we can help.

Ben - Motor and Allied Trades Benevolent Fund. Lynwood Court, Lynwood Village, Rise Road, Ascot, SL5 0FG.
A charity registered in England and Wales (no.297877) and Scotland (no.SC039842). A company limited by
guarantee, registered in England and Wales (no.02163894).
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www.ben.org.uk
Helpline 08081 311 333
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Support is out there if and when
you need it

SUPPORT

Ben, the automotive industry charity, has
launched its new website for 2022 – www.
ben.org.uk – providing technicians and
workshop owners with quick and easy access
to self-help tools and resources designed to
help improve health and wellbeing.
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The charity says that demand for support has reached a
record high, with more people than ever contacting Ben for
help since the emergence of the Covid pandemic. Especially
online support, which has seen a massive 184% increase in
web visitors from October 2016 compared to October 2021.
In response, the Ben team have developed its online offering,
to help automotive employees reaching out for help and also
employers who work with Ben to improve the health and
wellbeing of their workforce too.
The web address remains the same but the site is now fully
responsive across all devices and offers simpler navigation,
clearly signposting to self-help tools and resources. Tips, advice

and tools are offered for a range of topics, including money
worries, physical and mental health, self-care tips, stress, sleep,
loneliness, resilience and bereavement.
Users can also find out more about becoming a donor,
participating in Ben’s latest fundraising events and
opportunities, and Ben care services.
Rachel Clift, Health & Wellbeing Director at Ben, said: “Our
aim is to help individuals navigate through life’s challenges,
empowering them to make positive, lasting change. If we
can intervene at an early stage and connect individuals with
the right information, advice and guidance, we stand a much
better change of preventing issues from arising in the first
place or developing into something that could have a much
more serious impact.
“The new website will go a long way towards getting the
message out there to our automotive family – to ensure they
know they are not alone, Ben is on hand to help them as and
when they need it.”

Could you take on the
Beast of Ben?
Automotive companies, confident they could raise £5,000 or
more in fundraising within a team of four, are invited to take
in the Beast of Ben this summer – with teams going head-tohead in a series of physical and mental challenges to test their
skill, speed, and stamina.
In addition to the main challenges that include abseiling,
water crossing, navigation and problem solving, the teams
will also be able to earn time advantages and bonus points
before the event by taking part in additional trials and reaching
fundraising milestones.
The event will take place in North Wales from 6-8th July 2022
and is open to anyone who works in the automotive industry,
regardless of age. While the Beast of Ben is not as physically
demanding as an Iron Man, participants will still need to be
confident in their level of fitness to take part.
The teams will spend two nights camping in the exclusive
Beast of Ben athletes’ village where participants will enjoy
entertainment and food between challenges. The registration
fee is £250pp which contributes towards the team’s fundraising
target, expected to be more than £5,000 per team of 4, and
companies can enter just one or multiple teams to compete.

The event will raise life-saving funds that will enable Ben
to support those in the automotive community who are
struggling or in crisis.
Matt Wigginton, Director of Partnerships, Engagement &
Income, said: “It’s no secret that our automotive colleagues
thrive on a bit of healthy competition, so we thought we’d
put those rivalries to the test and raise some vital funds for our
community in the process!
To find out more about Ben’s Fundraising Initiatives or to
register your interest in competing in a Beast of Ben event
in Summer 2022, visit www.ben.org.uk/beast-of-ben.
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES ACADEMY EV CONTENT ENHANCED WITH HIGH VOLTAGE BATTERY
INSIGHT
Delphi Technologies has enhanced the electrified vehicle
content on its training platform with the addition of a
virtual insight into the workings of a high voltage battery.
Entitled ‘Inside a HV battery’ the short video provides viewers
with an easy-to-follow understanding of the principles and
components of the high voltage battery. This complements
existing H/EV tutorials on the Delphi Technologies Academy
learning platform – the company’s new online training
resource. The HV battery introduction joins training materials
on topics including instruction on how to lift an EV, information
on protective equipment and modules that support the
completion of popular IMI courses, such as the Hybrid Level 3
IMI programme – that covers everything other than working on
a live battery or active system.

for independent garages to have access to electric vehicle
training a long time ago. The Delphi Technologies Academy and
the introduction of online tutorials, such as the HV battery video,
are part of our solution to help address the huge shortage in
non-franchised garage personnel having the skills to work on
electrified vehicles.
“The virtual content of the Delphi Technologies Academy
perfectly complements our practical EV training, allowing us to
offer a sought-after ‘blended learning approach’, but also enables
users to significantly expand their knowledge of EVs in general.
With the technology being so fresh, the content is suitable for
those who are just starting out on their career right through to
those who have spent 30 years in the industry.”
https://academy.delphiautoparts.com
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Phil Mitchell, Technical Services Manager, Delphi Technologies
Aftermarket, said: “We recognised the increasingly urgent need
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"With the technology
being so fresh, the
content is suitable for
those who are just
starting out on their
career right through to
those who have spent 30
years in the industry."

ONE-BOX WHEEL HUB AND CHASSIS
SYSTEM REPAIR
Three popular vehicles are used to highlight the depth of
coverage Schaeffler’s brands provide within its latest vehicle
focus update, available via its online REPXPERT workshop portal
or app.
“What professional technicians are looking for is a complete
repair solution, and that’s exactly what they get from FAG. We
have taken three popular models across three vehicle segments
– the Vauxhall Corsa IV, Ford Focus II and BMW 320D (F30, F80)
– to demonstrate how you can use an FAG solution to replace
almost every component on the chassis system,” says Schaeffler’s
Andy Walters.

PORTABLE JUMP STARTER
Launch UK introduces the ESP-150 Battery Booster Jump
Starter, which is said to be easy to use, store and charge.
It is portable and has a battery capacity of 1500mAh to
enable it to jump-start a car up to 10 times. It also features
two USB ports which can be used to operate a scanner or
other devices, and a digital display shows the remaining
charge and correct connection of the booster cables.
Additional features include, current up to 500 amps,
multiple outlet cable and multi-function torch with SOS
sequence.

“Our latest FAG Focus factsheet highlights
popular wear parts such as stabiliser
rods, track control arms, tie rod ends, top
strut mounts, control arm bushes and of
course, wheel bearings, that are all now
included in the comprehensive FAG
chassis programme.

the

“To back up our products, technicians
get free access to the REPXPERT portal
via our easy-to-use app. They can simply
scan the label on any Schaeffler carton
to find all the fitting instructions and
technical data they need to carry out a
complete, safe and professional repair.”
www.repxpert.co.uk
The booster pack is
supplied in a hardshell, zipped case with
a mains charger and all
the required cables.
www.launchtech.
co.uk/battery-testertools/launch-esp150-battery-boosterjump-starter
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DPF Professional Clean & Flush
Cleaned in 1 hour
Keep the business in your workshop
No need to remove DPF
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Two stage clean for maximum eﬀect
Add extra value to your service or MOT
No expensive equipment required
For more information:

J02285 & J02280

Call: 01
1273 891 162
Email: info@kalimex.co.uk

www.jlmlubricants.com
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Diesel Intake Extreme Cleaning
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WORKSHOP LIGHTS WITH NIFTY FEATURES
The Philips Xperion 6000 series of workshop lights come to the
UK and Ireland early in 2022, initially comprising five workshop
light products: The 6000 UV Pillar, the 6000 Pillar, the 6000
Pocket, the 6000 Slim, and the 6000 Line, as well as a Multi Dock
station and a handy “Find My Device” accessory.
All products are designed to withstand workshop hazards and
feature at least one magnet, a 360° hook, and rubber grips for
better handling.
At the top of the range sits the Philips Xperion 6000 UV Pillar, a
multi-purpose work light with several powerful light sources. It
features a LED movable main light with three different outputs
ranging from 100-500 lumen(lm) and a wide 100° beam angle; a
high Colour Rendering Index (CRI) light and a unique UV light for
leak detection. The 6000 UV Pillar has a long-lasting battery and
allows the user to locate it with the “Find My Device” function,
which comes as standard.
The Xperion 6000 Pillar offers many of the features of the 6000
UV Pillar, with the same advanced main light and a powerful
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EXTENDED RANGE
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Rotating electrics remanufacturer, Autoelectro, has
added Porsche 718 2.0/2.5 (2016-onwards), Jaguar
F-Pace 3.0 diesel (2016-onwards), Isuzu D-Max 1.9 diesel
(2017-onwards) and Hyundai Tucson 1.6 diesel hybrid
(2018-onwards) starter motors to its programme.
In addition to these new references, Mazda MX5 2.0
petrol (2018-onwards), Alfa Romeo Giulia 2.9 petrol
(2016-onwards), MG ZS 1.0 petrol (2017-onwards) and Kia
Ceed 1.4 petrol (2018-onwards) alternators are also now
available.
www.autoelectro.co.uk

180 lm spotlight instead of the CRI and UV units. The “Find My
Device” function, is available as an accessory and its battery
designed to allow a technician to work all day using the light,
without it requiring a charge.
The compact Xperion 6000 Pocket designed for use in confined
spaces provides a wide-beam light up to 300 lm in Boost mode.
A flexible 100 lm, 25 cm long spotlight pulls out of the main
body of the light and can be bent to just about any angle. The
Xperion 6000 Slim features a wide 100° beam angle from the
long slim unit which rotates through 270°, allowing the operator
almost unlimited vision through even the narrowest of gaps.
Lastly, the Xperion 6000 Line offers the widest beam of the
range, with a 110° broad beam of 150 lm in Eco and 300 lm in
Boost mode, designed to light up larger areas. It is also equipped
with a powerful 120 lm spotlight beam.
The Find My Device accessory has a remote control, which
triggers a buzzer and a flashing light, to help find any lost Philips
Xperion 6000 devices within 10 metres of the user.
www.philips.co.uk/c-e/au/led-work-lights/hand-light/
xperion-6000

LKQ EURO CAR PARTS ADVISES GARAGES
TO PREPARE FOR A BUSY WINTER OF BRAKE
CHECKS
As garages move into a peak time for brake calliper
replacements, as salt and grit used to treat icy roads kicks
up into braking systems causing piston seizures, Colin
Cottrell, marketing director at LKQ Euro Car Parts, says
there are significant revenue opportunity for garages.
“Our advice to garages is to check the braking system of every
vehicle that comes through your door – regardless of what
they’re in for. Often, any problems can be diagnosed with a
quick visual check. Stiction [rust build-up caused by long periods
of sitting idle] can be identified straight away, meaning garages
can recommend any required part replacements up-front.
“Similarly, there are tell-tale signs that drivers themselves
may have experienced that point to brake wear. Asking your
customers if they have noticed anything unusual while breaking,
such as judder or vibrations, can help you diagnose potential
problems and recommend the best solution.”
The LKQ Academy offers IMI-accredited braking and chassis
training courses that provide the information needed to
properly diagnose and service potential brake issues.
https://omnipart.eurocarparts.com

CORRECT REPAIRS

THE FIRST TIME
REAL-TIME RELIABLE DIAGNOSTIC SUPPORT YOU CAN
COUNT ON WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST!

DRIVEPRO & IVS 360

I recently called Opus IVS to help guide me on an
electrical fault with a Renault. Their OEM-trained
master technician, Stephen Jones, guided me
efficiently on how to resolve the issue quickly.
Stephen’s guidance was spot on, and he found a corroded
wire which was causing all the issues.
The support via IVS 360 enabled me to fix the car
quickly, saving me lots of time and money.
~Ian, J & A Murphy

sales-uk@opusivs.com

44 (0) 1865 870 060

opusivs-uk.com
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IVS 360™ Expert LIVE Diagnostic
Support
OE-Licensed Diagnostic
Software
60+ Vehicle Brands With
DrivePro/Autocom
Remote Services For Hassle Free
Programming & Coding Support
Pico 7 Software From PicoScope
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TIME TO UPDATE YOUR TOOLKIT?
Sealey’s new Tool Promotion runs from 1st January until 31st
March 2022, is presented in a new format and features over
1,500 products across 156 pages. Each quarterly edition will
feature seasonal items along with a new product selection from
most sections.
This edition offers savings of up to 77% and includes more than
50 new products, including Lock-On Black Series Socket Sets and
a Heavy-Duty 2-in-1 Compact Riveter.
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Sealey’s new range of SPBC fully automatic battery chargers
are designed for charging and maintaining a variety of EFB &
AGM (stop/start), GEL, lead-acid and calcium batteries with
auto chemistry selection. The three 7-stage models offer an
output charge between 8 and 16A and are backed by a 5-year
guarantee. The zero-volt battery charging feature enables
recovery and charging of a completely discharged battery,
whilst reverse polarity, short circuit, and over temperature and
overcharging protection provides a high level of safety. The LED
screen displays illuminated charging stages, volts and amps
output and battery capacity. Additionally, the SPBC30
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and SPBC40
models have the
capability to
charge lithium
batteries and
a 13.5V DC power
supply, providing support for the
battery during prolonged electronic diagnostic checks.
You can view the entire range, browse Sealey’s latest
promotions, register warranties and enter their latest
competitions at www.sealey.co.uk

BREATHE EASY

A5, A6, A7, A8, E-Tron and Q5 (2015 onwards) and for the Ford
Transit (V363), from 2012.

DENSO introduces more cabin filter references, including six
cabin pollen filters that cater for 653 applications linked to
12 OE part numbers for several popular European models, as
well as the Suzuki Ignis III from 2016 onwards.

The filters remove dust, pollen, smog and mould spores
from the air that comes through the HVAC system and has
now become an all-year-round replacement requirement,
particularly as using the HVAC system whatever the season,
is finally being accepted as not only the best course of action
for the well-being of the vehicle’s occupants and also for the
performance and longevity of the complete air conditioning
system.

Part number DCF595P caters for the largest number of
applications, used in a wide range of models in the Renault/
Nissan line up, including the Dacia Duster, Logan and
Sandero, Nissan Micra and Note and Renault Clio III, all from
2002 onwards. There are also references for both the BMW X3
(2010-2018) and X5 (2006-2019), as well as one for Audi A4,

www.denso-am.co.uk

ENCOURAGE WIPER REPLACEMENT THIS
WINTER
First Line is urging technicians to promote the importance of
checking and potentially replacing wiper blades this winter.
The company says it is best practice to change wipers annually
as a matter of course and not leave them to deteriorate to the
point where smearing impacts the driver’s visibility.
Every Borg & Beck wiper blade is supplied with a complete
selection of fitting adaptors to ensure the widest possible
vehicle coverage for minimum stock investment. All the blades
are manufactured from 100 percent natural rubber with a liquid
graphite coating for long-lasting smooth, streak-free and silent
operation.

Also in range are the 16 to 28 inch hybrid blades, a modern
replacement to a conventional blade, featuring an integrated
spoiler that runs the whole length of the blade, providing a
chatter free, smooth wiping action. A rear blade replacement is
also available, sizes range from 8 to 16 inch.
To support garages to encourage drivers to replace their
wiper blades, First Line has produced a poster outlining key
information on when to replace wiper blades, available on
request by filling in the online form https://mailchi.mp/
firstlineltd.co/posters. www.firstlineltd.com

Conventional blades are available in sizes from 11 to 28
inches, while the spoiler blades, which are mainly fitted on
the driver’s side and ensure extra contact, are available from
18 to 28 inches. Both feature a high strength zinc galvanised
steel frame and stainless-steel backing, which means they are
robust, while remaining corrosion free.

IT’S ALL IN THE TIMING

Variable Valve Timing Solenoids
(VVTS), which monitor and adjust the
opening and closing of valves inside
the camshaft, are now available from
Gates. VVTS operating correctly provide
a smooth idle and contribute to a

responsive acceleration, greater fuel
economy and lower emissions.
The initial references from Gates focus
on popular applications and may be
installed alongside its PowerGrip timing
belts and timing belt kits.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

The Borg & Beck flat blade design features a flatter spoiler
to minimise drag and enhance screen-clearing. They are
supplied with a multi functioning mounting base and clips
for easy fitment and are available from 15 to 30 inches.
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NEW CAR FOCUS –
Hyundai IONIQ 5

The Ioniq 5's ambitious motor
show looks are not backed-up by
ground-breaking technology

While the IONIQ 5's looks promise a technical
revolution, Rob Marshall finds it to be barely
an evolution, although its battery pack is
interesting for several reasons

NEW CAR FOCUS

With politicians piling on the pressure, it is clear that the rush to
electrification is causing carmakers more than a few headaches.
As if obtaining sufficient raw materials (let alone those mined
sustainably and ethically) for mass-produced battery electric
vehicles is not hard enough, manufacturers must boost range,
reduce charging times, and slash purchase prices, if EVs are to
become more than a tax-cutting exercise for wealthy, virtuesignalling corporates.
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Combining a wheelbase longer than a standard Range Rover
with crisp retro styling, Hyundai's Ioniq 5 may be groundbreaking for its maker, but it achieves very modest progress
in moving the overall EV game forward. Priced from £36,940,
Hyundai is striving to reduce the upfront cost of EV ownership,
so maybe that is the point. Or not. The starting RRP for an
Ioniq 5 is still higher than that of the range-topping version of
Mazda's all-electric MX-30 SUV and the higher-specification
versions nestle firmly in the Tesla Model 3's price bracket. Even
so, the Ioniq 5's main advancements involve greater range
and faster charging times, which are attributable mainly to its
800-volts battery pack.

Too hot to handle
When a carmaker refuses firmly to answer any of our technical
questions, it raises suspicions. Recently, the Hyundai Motor
Company has (literally) had its fingers burnt with high-voltage
battery packs. Shortly after it announced Ioniq 5 to the world,
reports of fires promoted a global recall of 82,000 Ioniq EV
hatchback and Kona SUV electric models. The cost to both
Hyundai and the battery supplier (LG Energy Solution, part of
LG Chem) is reported to be around £630m. As any technician
will testify, who has undertaken high-voltage training, such
fires are almost impossible to extinguish.

"Hyundai's Ioniq 5 may
be groundbreaking for
its maker, but it achieves
very modest progress
in moving the overall
EV game forward."

2021, avoiding a ten-year ban in the US, so it could continue
to work with the Ford Motor Company, including supplying
batteries for its F150 EV pick-up truck. The relevance here is that
SK Innovation provides Hyundai with NCM8 battery packs for
the Ioniq 5. As expected, China has sniffed-out an opportunity.
It has been reported that the Sino battery firm, CATL, will either
supply battery packs, or license the technology for use in future
Hyundai/Kia models that utilise the company's E-GMP chassis.
This makes some sense, because spreading suppliers (or even
investigating manufacturing battery packs under licence) helps
to shield the car manufacturer from shortages, such as the
current crippling semi-conductor scarcity.
The disappointingly bland but roomy interior relies on the
customary touchscreen panels but at least Hyundai has retained
physical buttons for certain major functions, instead of relying on
gimmicks, such as Nissan's haptic technology.

Moreover, reports circulate that LG blames Hyundai for
misapplying its suggestions for fast charging logic in the
battery management system, although the South Korean
government has since discovered defects within the battery
cells. Worryingly, a North American proposed class-action
lawsuit claims that Hyundai (along with other carmakers) has
traded safety for EV range. Maybe this indicates that the motor
industry's move to electrification is more of a rush than a race,
which is placing road users, drivers (and technicians) at risk.

To fast-charge the battery pack to 80% capacity in 18 minutes
and provide 60 miles of range in only five, the Ioniq 5's NCM8
battery packs comprise approximately 80% nickel. However,
elevated nickel levels enhance battery performance but make
it more unpredictable. It has been alleged that CATL batteries,
containing similar quantities of the element, have been the
cause of vehicle fires. SK Innovation reports that the high
nickel content also makes the packs difficult to manufacture
safely. Even so, the NCM8 packs boast three technologies to
counteract safety worries. Firstly, as the separator between the
anode and cathode is only one-fifth the thickness of a human
hair, electrons can transfer more easily between them. This is
the secret behind the fast-charging function. Secondly, should
the thin separator tear, thermal runaway can result. Therefore,
not only is the separator made sufficiently strong, but it is
also shaped ('z-folded') in such a way that there is a reduced
possibility of the anode and cathode making contact, causing
a short-circuit. Finally, the batteries feature thermal diffusion
suppression technology and thus, should one cell fail, the
resultant fire cannot spread.
As with most other EVs, the substantial battery pack is bolted
to the Ioniq 5's undercarriage, facilitated by the E-GMP's flat
floor pan. A video of the battery pack being opened can
be viewed here. The Integrated Charging Control unit also
supports 400 and 800-volts charging, without requiring
different adapters. Hyundai's £365 optional V2L (Vehicle to
Load) system uses the battery pack to power 240V appliances.

Dirty laundry
While LG may be experiencing a strained relationship with
the Hyundai Motor Company, it has also been embroiled in a
legal dispute with another South Korean firm, SK Innovation,
over stolen trade secrets in North America. The result was SK
Innovation paying LG Energy Solution USD 1.8billion in April

Dual cooling circuits are not unusual features on EVs but the
Ioniq 5's different coolant colours hint at different chemical
compositions, which is uncommon

NEW CAR FOCUS

Weighing-in at almost two tonnes, extra load reinforced tyres
are fitted as standard, with low acoustics to suppress road noise
transfer.
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The Ioniq 5 is the first model to benefit from the Hyundai Motor Company Electric-Global Modular Platform (E-GMP). The trio of power
options starts with a rear-driven 58kWh 168bhp base model (£36,940), rising to an upgraded 73kWh 214bhp version (£41,890), with an
extra motor added to the front axle meaning all-wheel-drive capability and 301bhp for £45,090. The Kia EV6, now on UK sale, shares the
same architecture.

NEW CAR FOCUS

While this is nothing new (the Honda e possesses a similar
system), at least Hyundai's application can top-up other EVs.
While the 3.6kW available is estimated to provide only around
15 miles of range per hour, if charging another Ioniq 5, it at
least provides an answer to concerns that EV owners can
only rely on being relayed back to base, should their batteries
become discharged.
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Considering its striking exterior and the substantial
3,000mm long wheelbase, it is a little disappointing
that the Ioniq 5 is not more technically dense. Most of
its genuine advancements focus on the battery pack,
with its faster charging times and 240-280 miles range,
although time will tell if the historic fire issues of high
nickel batteries, which affect not just Hyundai, have been
suppressed for good. Nonetheless, Ioniq 5 provides an
interesting springboard, from which more technically
advanced future E-GMP based Hyundai and Kias will grow.

"Ioniq 5 provides
an interesting
springboard, from
which more technically
advanced future
E-GMP based Hyundai
and Kias will grow."
The optional V2L (Vehicle to Load) can provide another EV with
a power boost but with only 3.5kW available, a full recharge is
impractical, unless there are no domestic power sockets nearby
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